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Abstract This paper proposes a new algorithm
based on low-rank matrix recovery to remove salt &
pepper noise from surveillance video. Unlike single
image denoising techniques, noise removal from video
sequences aims to utilize both temporal and spatial
information. By grouping neighboring frames based
on similarities of the whole images in the temporal
domain, we formulate the problem of removing salt &
pepper noise from a video tracking sequence as a low-
rank matrix recovery problem. The resulting nuclear
norm and L1-norm related minimization problems
can be efficiently solved by many recently developed
methods. To determine the low-rank matrix, we use an
averaging method based on other similar images. Our
method can not only remove noise but also preserve
edges and details. The performance of our proposed
approach compares favorably to that of existing
algorithms and gives better PSNR and SSIM results.
Keywords multimedia computing; noise cancellation;
signal denoising; sparse matrices; video
signal processing; video surveillance
1 Introduction
Due to the popularity of webcams and mobile
phone cameras, image denoising is still an important
problem of interest. Given the high speed of video
capture, video data is more likely to be noisy
than single images. Clearly, a single-image denoising
method can be used to remove noise from video data
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by processing each frame independently. However,
an ideal video denoising algorithm should utilize
information in both temporal and spatial domains
to take advantage of the high temporal redundancy
in video.
Most of papers on video denoising concentrate on
i.i.d. Gaussian white noise [1–6]. However salt &
pepper noise is also common in video, especially
surveillance video. It can be introduced during
signal acquisition or be due to bit errors in
transmission. Salt & pepper noise corrupts the signal
by replacing the original pixel value with either the
maximum or minimum gray level value; it severely
impacts the accuracy and efficiency of information
retrieval from such signals. Many existing algorithms
for removing salt & pepper noise from sequences use
a single-image denoising method on each frame of
video [7]. Such methods do not take advantage of
the information in the temporal domain.
Patch-based non-local schemes are promising and
provide very impressive denoising results, but the
patch size must be selected carefully via many
experimental tests—it depends on the object to be
dealt with and the noise level. Furthermore, this
method groups many patches based on similarity,
which should be evaluated by some measurement,
but this may be degraded by the impact of
noise. Thirdly, one pixel may belong to different
patches grouped in many different stacks and it may
be considered many times. The denoised result is
found by aggregating all the values calculated in
different groups and one frame may need thousands
of calculations to obtain the denoised data, so the
process is wasteful and the cost of computation is
very high.
This paper proposes a robust video denoising
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method capable of removing salt & pepper noise from
video data using information in both spatial and
temporal domains. The proposed method is similar
to patch-based schemes. Unlike existing methods,
our algorithm uses the whole frame as a patch and
takes neighboring frames as similar patches. The
basic idea is to convert the problem of removing
noise from the stack of images to a low-rank matrix
recovery problem, which can be solved by minimizing
the nuclear norm (L1-norm of all singular values) and
L1-norm of the matrix with linear constraints. Our
low-rank matrix recovery based video denoising
approach combined with median ﬁltering can remove
salt & pepper noise eﬃciently and give better
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural
similarity (SSIM) results, as shown later.
The main theoretical contribution of this paper is
that the original data in neighboring frames form a
low-rank matrix because of their internal similarity
of structure, and the denoising problem can be
formulated as low-rank matrix recovery. Entire
images are processed instead of small patches
which brings many beneﬁts. Firstly, by taking the
whole image as a patch, the size of patch is ﬁxed,
and need not be chosen by the user according
to video data and noise level. Secondly, there
is no need to choose an appropriate criterion to
evaluate similarities between patches which may
be aﬀected by noise or patch size, as neighboring
frames in surveillance video have high similarity
due to temporal redundancy. Last but not least,
the denoised results can be obtained with less
computation.
1.1 Related work
There have been many research papers on image
denoising. In this section, we only discuss the most
closely related denoising techniques.
Most of these video denoising methods assume
that noise is additive i.i.d. Gaussian white
noise. Generally, these algorithms do not work well
when the video sequences are corrupted by some
other types of noise such as salt & pepper noise. Of
course, there have been many research works on
removing salt & pepper noise from a single image [7–
11]. One of the common and simplest methods of
removing salt & pepper noise is the median ﬁlter
(MF) along with its variants. However, traditional
MF methods are usually applied indiscriminately
across the whole image modifying both noise
corrupted pixels and noise-free pixels which results
in blurred and distorted images. To overcome this
drawback, many decision based median ﬁlters have
been proposed [9–11]. Pixels corrupted by noise are
ﬁrstly detected by rules and replaced by the median
of a local window, or some variant. The modiﬁed
decision based asymmetric trimmed median ﬁlter
(MDBUTMF) [11] replaces the noisy data with the
median value when its neighbor pixels are not all
corrupted, or by the mean otherwise. This scheme is
good because the noise-free pixels are left unchanged,
protecting sound regions to some extent. However,
the replacement methods in these algorithms cannot
preserve all image features, especially edges. In
Ref. [8], the directional multi-pass median ﬁlter
(DMPMF) is applied repeatedly to remove noise and
then directional ﬁltering is applied to preserve the
details and edges in the restored image. In Ref. [7],
the adaptive decision based median ﬁlter (ADBMF)
is used to remove salt & pepper noise from video
by applying this ﬁlter to each frame as single image
without considering information in the temporal
domain. The adaptive temporal averaging (ATA)
algorithm [2] takes advantage of the similarity of
frames in the temporal domain to remove Gaussian
noise from image sequences by averaging similar
neighboring frames.
In recent years, patch-based non-local schemes
have been proposed as a promising approach with
very impressive results [1, 3–6, 12–14]. These
methods have a similar framework but diﬀer in
details. In general, they group similar patches into
stacks and then apply collaborative ﬁltering. The
famous BM3D algorithm [12] may be taken as
a representative example, and is one of the best
denoising methods for removing Gaussian white
noise with big PSNR values. In BM3D, similar small
patches are grouped in a stack by block matching
to form a 3D array. Then each 3D block stack is
shrunk in the 3D transform domain using wavelet
shrinkage or a Wiener ﬁlter. The denoised image
is aggregated from denoised patches after inverse
3D transformation. BM3D applies grouping and
collaborative ﬁltering twice, so the PSNR value is
increased. The result can be further improved by
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iteratively repeating this process. The idea of sparse
representation using a patch dictionary has also been
applied to video denoising [5, 14], where the denoised
image patches are found by seeking the sparsest
solution in a patch dictionary. The idea of low rank
has also been used to remove noise from video data
[15]. In Ref. [15], similar small patches are grouped
and reformed as a matrix, then implausible items
are removed and rules are used to preserve only
the most reliable data. Finally the video denoising
problem is formulated as low-rank matrix completion
with many elements missing. In all such methods,
denoised frame images are aggregated from denoised
patches.
Image denoising methods can be applied on
video sequences directly by denoising each of the
frames separately. But surveillance video sequences
usually have very high temporal redundancy which
means neighboring frames have high similarity
in structure which should be eﬀectively used
for better performance [2, 7, 15]. Patch-based
schemes can also be applied to video sequences,
but unlike in single image denoising, the block
matching process is not only applied within each
image to which the referenced patch belongs, but
also within neighboring frames. The concept of
BM3D can be expanded to video denoising [1]
by using predictive search block matching over
time and collaborative Wiener ﬁltering on patch
stacks. However, algorithms for removing salt &
pepper noise from image sequences do not make best
use of temporal redundancy of video.
1.2 The motivation and our work
Most existing video denoising algorithms assume
the data is corrupted by i.i.d. Gaussian white
noise, and as a result, they do not work well
when other types of noise are present such as salt
& pepper noise—the performance of a denoising
method is highly dependent on how well the
noise in the data ﬁts the statistical noise model
assumed by the method. However, salt & pepper
noise is common in surveillance video, and may
be introduced during the signal acquisition stage
or arise due to bit errors in transmission. Of
course, there are many approaches to remove salt
& pepper noise from a single image, and they can
be expanded to video denoising simply by dealing
with each frame independently. In this way, the high
temporal redundancy in video sequence is ignored
and wasted. Furthermore, median ﬁltering and its
variants, even in the most popular algorithms for
removing salt & pepper noise, may not remove
noise completely, and may also result in artifacts
or blurring. These observations have inspired us
to develop a robust denoising algorithm capable of
removing salt & pepper noise from the given video
data using the information in both temporal and
spatial domains.
In traditional patch-based schemes, small patches
are used with a ﬁxed size determined by experiment;
this size depends on the subject and noise
level. Block matching is applied to pick up similar
patches to form stacks, which may be disturbed by
the noise. At the same time, one pixel may belong
to diﬀerent patches and may be processed many
times. The whole image is determined by aggregating
the denoised patches. This approach makes the
algorithm complicated and gives it a high cost. This
inspired us to take the whole image as a patch and
similar neighboring frames as stacks, without using
a patch matching process and aggregating to get
the ﬁnal result. Since the neighboring frames in a
video have similar underlying image structures, the
noiseless version of these images in a stack lies in a
low dimensional subspace. If the stack of images is
rearranged as a matrix, it becomes a noisy version
of a low-rank matrix with many noisy elements. In
consequence, the problem of denoising image stacks
is converted to the problem of recovering a low-rank
matrix from a noisy observation.
Recently there has been great progress in solving
the problem of low-rank matrix recovery. As the
rank of a matrix is not a convex function, the
nuclear norm of the matrix is used to approximate
it, which leads to a convex minimization problem,
with many eﬃcient solution methods available (e.g.,
[16–19]). In our implementation, we use the inexact
ALM algorithm to solve low-rank matrix recovery
by minimizing the nuclear norm and L1-norm of the
matrix with linear constraints (see Ref. [16] for more
details).
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section
2, we describe our formulation of video denoising
based on low-rank matrix recovery, and discuss
the details of our proposed method. Experimental
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evaluation of the proposed method is given in Section
3. Section 4 summarizes and concludes the paper.
2 Proposed methodology
2.1 Problem formulation
The image denoising task is to recover a clear image f
from the given noisy image g, which can be generally
formulated as
g = f + n (1)
where n is the noise. Extending the above model
based on image patches, we may reformulate it as
[g1g2· · ·gi· · ·gn] = [f1f2· · ·fi· · ·fn] + [n1n2· · ·ni· · ·nn]
(2)
i.e., G = F + N, where F is the matrix composed
of clean image patches fi, N is the matrix of
noise corresponding to matrix F, and G is the
matrix of noisy image patches gi. These three
matrices have the same size. In BM3D, these
matrices are three dimensional and formed by similar
patches within one group, while in other patch-based
algorithms [13], these matrices are two dimensional,
based on columns after reshaping each patch as
a vector. In our proposed algorithm, images are
reshaped as a vector to form the two-dimensional
degraded matrix.
Let G = {gk}Kk=1 be an image sequence with K
frames. Each image gk is a sum of its underlying
clean image fk and the noise nk: gk = fk + nk. The
goal of video denoising is to recover F = {fk}Kk=1 by
removing nk from gk.
To exploit the temporal redundancy in a
surveillance video, we take neighboring frames
having homogeneous underlying image structures
as similar patches, so these patches lie in a low
dimensional subspace. If we rearrange these images
as a matrix, such a matrix becomes a noisy version
of a low-rank matrix with many noisy elements. In
this way, the problem of video denoising can be
formulated as recovering a low-rank matrix from an
observed degraded matrix.
An r × c matrix M has low rank if its
rank (rank(M)) is much smaller than its smaller
dimension, i.e., rank(M)  min(r, c). As noted in
Ref. [19], the bigger a matrix M is, i.e., the larger
min(r, c), the more likely the low-rank property
is to be preserved. Neighboring frames in a video
have high similarity except for small shifts for
temporal redundancy. However the longer the time
span between a set of frames of video, the lower
the similarity, so the rank of matrix G representing
the images is larger. To ensure higher similarity and
suﬃcient information, for every frame we use n/2
earlier frames and n/2 later frames. In this way,
each frame is processed n times and the denoised
frame can be obtained by weighted averaging of
n results. Thus, the proposed method has two
stages. In the ﬁrst stage, we split the sequence
into groups and use a simple averaging method to
provide further similar images in each group, forming
the matrix G. The second stage reformulates the
denoising process as recovery of a low-rank matrix F
from a degraded matrix G with the constraint that
N = G−F is sparse, by minimizing rank(F)+‖N‖0.
Low-rank matrix recovery aims to recover a low-
rank matrix F from G, subjected to the constraint
that G = F+N and the error N is sparse. There are
many papers on solving this problem [14, 16–18]. In
this paper, we adopt the inexact ALM algorithm
(introduced in Section 2.3) to solve the low-rank
matrix recovery problem because of its simplicity of
implementation and computational eﬃciency.
2.2 Image groups and forming the degraded
matrix
To ensure high similarity between the images
processed in one group, the video sequence with K
frames is divided into K groups in which each frame
is included in more than one group, and all of the
frames in one group are denoised together via a low-
rank matrix recovery problem.
In Ref. [18], the circumstances under which the
low-rank matrix can be recovered correctly are
analysed. For a low-rank matrix M0 with the size
of r×c, M is the observed matrix for M0 with many
corrupted items. We let ρr = rank(M0)/min(r, c)
and the fraction of noisy entries in matrixM is ρs. If
the recovered M̂0 satisﬁes ‖M̂0 −M0‖F /‖M0‖F <
0.01, the low-rank matrix recovery is considered to
be successful. Figure 1 right shows detail of Fig. 1
left, with white denoting perfect recovery, and black
denoting failure. As shown in Fig. 1, when ρr < 0.4
and the value of ρs is such that (ρr, ρs) is located
in the white region, the low-rank matrix recovery
problem can be solved successfully. Otherwise, the
recovered matrix may preserve some dirty entries. In
the problem of video denoising, if the noise level
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Fig. 1 Phase transition with respect to rank and fraction of
noisy entries [18].
is high, which means that ρs is large and (ρr, ρs)
does not satisfy the condition above, the recovered
images will be still noisy. In order to avoid
this phenomenon, we do not deal with the raw
data immediately like BM3D algorithm. Instead,
a modiﬁed decision based unsymmetric trimmed
median ﬁlter (MDBUTMF) [11] is used to ﬁrstly
decrease the value of ρs. MDBUTMF only changes
noisy pixels with values 0 or 255, and replaces
the value with the mean or median of elements
in a local window based on the neighbor’s pixel
values in the selected window. We use a simple
averaging method to supply further similar images
from intermediate images processed by MDBUTMF
to form the observed matrix G and lower the value
of ρr. Given m images {Ii}m , we can get m similar





In the same way, we can get 2m images from [{Ii}m∪
{Si}m] by Eq. (3). The more times the process
is applied, the more images can be obtained. The
degraded matrix of each group consists of column
vectors formed by reshaping the images in the group
and the similar images generated by the averaging
method.
2.3 Denoising the image matrix
For each group of images, we use MDBUTMF and
the averaging method to generate further similar
images and form the image matrix G. As discussed
in Section 2.1, F is recovered from the degraded
observation matrix G by minimizing the rank of
matrix F and the L0-norm of matrix N with the
constraint G = F +N. This optimization problem
may be reformulated as
min(rank(F)+λ‖N‖0), such that G = F+N (4)
where rank(F) is the rank of matrix F, ‖N‖0 is
the L0-norm of matrix N (the number of nonzero
entries inN), and λ is a parameter balancing the two
items. It is well known that the minimization of the
L0-norm is NP-hard, so as in many other methods,
we relax formulation (4) by replacing the L0-norm




σi(F), yielding the following convex
surrogate:
min(‖F‖∗ + λ‖N‖1), such that G = F+N (5)
Here, σi(F) is the i
th singular value of matrix
F. This relaxation can be motivated by observing
that ‖F‖∗ + ‖N‖1 is the convex envelope of
rank(F) + ‖N‖0 over the set of (F,N) such that
max(‖F‖2,2, ‖N‖1,∞)  1.
There are many available eﬃcient algorithms to
solve the above minimization problem. The ALM
method which combines the Lagrange multiplier
(LM) method with a multiplier penalty function
operates on the augmented Lagrangian:





where Y is a Lagrange multiplier matrix, 〈A,B〉 =
trace(AB), ‖A‖2F = 〈A,A〉 is the Frobenius norm,
and μ is the penalty factor updated in the iterations.
The inexact ALM algorithm (see Ref. [16] for more
details) is the ALM method used in this paper for its
simplicity of implementation.
3 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed method on many surveillance
video samples corrupted by diﬀerent levels of
salt & pepper noise. All video data used in the
experiments can be downloaded from http://
media.xiph.org/video/derf/. A wide range of noise
ratios varying from 10% to 50% in increment of 10%
have been used to study the eﬃcacy of the proposed
methodology. The comparative analysis of the
results obtained by the proposed method and those
of published techniques is presented in terms of
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) that measures the
degree of closeness between the restored and original
images, and structural similarity (SSIM) which
measures the similarity of structural information
between two images, with a high consistency with
human visual perception. PSNR (dB) is deﬁned as










‖I(i, j)− J(i, j)‖2
)
(7)
SSIM is deﬁned as
SSIM(x, y) =









The bigger the PSNR and SSIM values are, the
more similar are the denoised image and clean
image. Since the quality of an image is subjective,
the denoising eﬃcacy of the method for salt & pepper
noise is also judged by visual inspection.
In the experiment, we use even prolongation
of the video and denoise each key frame of test
surveillance video sequence using information from
n = 4 neighbor frames, with neighbours from both
sides. In other words, ﬁve frames are processed at
a time; most frames are used ﬁve times except for
the ﬁrst and last two frames. As the fraction of
corrupting data in matrix G is unknown, to make
sure the low-rank matrix recovery problem can be
solved perfectly, we should make the value ρs as
small as possible. Taking into account the computer’s
capability and the eﬃciency of the algorithm, we
expand the matrixG with the averaging method ﬁve
times so that ideally ρr = 0.03.
To demonstrate the advantages of our proposed
method, we compare results with two classes of
algorithms. Firstly, to show the importance of
information in the temporal domain, we compare
our method with other recent single frame denoising
algorithms: MDBUTMF [11], DMPMF [8], and
ADBMF [7]; they focus on removing salt & pepper
noise from video frame by frame. The visual quality
can be evaluated in Figs. 2(c)–2(k). It is clear that
ADBMF and MDBUTMFmethods do not remove all
of the noise. DMPMF can remove most of the noise
but some artifacts are produced and much detail
information is lost. The denoised image provided by
our method is clearer and closer to the noise-free
frame, with more details and structural information
than the other methods. It achieves the highest
PSNR value.
Secondly, we also compare our method with patch-
based non-local denoising schemes: the VBM3D
method [1] which is a typical representative of patch-
based non-local algorithms (we use the authors’
executable code from their website), the method in
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k)
Fig. 2 Miss America sequence with 40% salt & pepper
noise: (a) noise-free frame; (b) noisy frame, PSNR=8.58;
(c) frame denoised by ADBMF [7], PSNR=36.56; (d) frame
denoised by DMPMF [8], PSNR=33.77; (e) frame denoised by
MDBUTMF [11], PSNR=35.86; (f) frame denoised by VBM3D
without salt & pepper noise pre-processing, PSNR=10.30; (g)
frame denoised by VBM3D with MDBUTMF pre-processing,
PSNR=32.30; (h) frame denoised by ATA [2], PSNR=8.63;
(i) frame denoised by ATA [2] with MDBUTMF pre-
processing, PSNR=35.73; (j) frame denoised by the method in
Ref. [15], PSNR=25.53; and (k) frame denoised by our method,
PSNR=37.88.
Ref. [15], and ATA [2]. VBM3D and ATA methods
only consider Gaussian white noise and do not
work well on salt & pepper noise, as shown in
Figs. 2(f) and 2(h). Using pre-processing to remove
salt & pepper noise, the result from the method
is greatly improved, as shown in Figs. 2(g) and
2(i). Thus, we should compare to the VBM3D
method with salt & pepper noise pre-processing. The
method in Ref. [15] can remove most of the noise
but some detail information is lost. The denoised
image produced by our method is clearer and
closer to the noise-free frame with more detail
and structural information than results from other
methods. Further examples are shown in Figs. 3–6
with diﬀerent noise levels. Image frames and close
ups are shown in the ﬁrst and second rows. These
ﬁgures show: (a) noise-free frame; (b) noisy frame;
(c) frame denoised by ADBMF [7]; (d) frame
denoised by DMPMF [8]; (e) frame denoised by
MDBUTMF [8]; (f) frame denoised by VBM3D with
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 3 Carphone sequence with 10% salt & pepper noise.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 4 Container sequence with 20% salt & pepper noise.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 5 Tempete sequence with 30% salt & pepper noise.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
Fig. 6 Akiyo sequence with 50% salt & pepper noise.
MDBUTMF prep-rocessing; (g) frame denoised by
ATA [2] with MDBUTMF processing; (h) frame
denoised by the method in Ref. [15]; and (i) frame
denoised by our method. Values of PSNR and SSIM
obtained by the proposed method and comparison
to state-of-the-art algorithms are listed in Table 1
and Table 2, respectively. There is little improvement
when VBM3D is applied after MDBUTMF pre-
process. The ATA algorithm is averaging most
similar frame images, that is to say, sometimes, ATA
may take more existing images in the sequence and
get a better result. In general, it is obviouse that our
method increases the PSNR and SSIM values from
MDBUTMF obviously and gets the higher values
even in high noise level than the other methods.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an eﬃcient
algorithm to remove salt & pepper noise from
surveillance video sequences. By formulating the
video denoising problem as a low-rank matrix
recovery problem, our proposed algorithm uses
neighboring frame images to form a similar patch
stack without patch matching. The eﬀectiveness
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Table 1 PSNR values of video sequences denoised using our method and other methods
Method δ/PSNR DMPMF MDRUTMF ADBMF VBM3D ATA Method in Ref. [15] Ours
Miss
America
10%/14.59 33.77 44.77 44.78 43.83 44.31 33.82 41.88
20%/11.59 33.80 41.02 40.99 40.60 41.71 27.49 40.58
30%/9.81 33.83 38.41 38.52 38.25 39.14 24.15 39.28
40%/8.56 33.77 35.86 36.56 35.71 36.62 25.54 37.88
50%/7.60 33.42 32.18 34.87 32.18 33.01 20.09 35.93
Container
10%/15.33 22.71 30.12 30.11 30.13 30.33 34.85 31.98
20%/12.32 22.82 28.44 28.39 28.42 29.38 29.26 31.12
30%/10.57 22.90 26.90 26.91 26.93 27.84 25.14 29.88
40%/9.31 25.47 25.47 25.51 25.51 26.39 21.13 28.52
50%/8.34 22.86 24.10 24.30 24.16 25.00 17.39 27.23
Carphone
10%/15.09 26.96 38.42 38.42 38.24 38.50 33.63 35.04
20%/12.08 27.06 34.61 34.61 34.59 35.37 26.64 33.93
30%/10.32 27.12 32.00 32.02 32.03 32.73 23.55 32.77
40%/9.08 29.96 29.94 30.09 29.99 30.67 23.15 31.61
50%/8.11 27.00 27.97 28.52 28.03 28.66 18.95 30.39
Akiyo
10%/15.01 24.98 36.06 34.47 35.95 31.89 34.44 38.14
20%/11.99 24.92 32.77 31.16 32.73 30.07 27.35 35.57
30%/10.22 24.89 30.39 28.97 30.38 27.87 24.03 33.33
40%/8.97 28.39 28.39 27.26 28.40 26.02 22.41 31.34
50%/8.01 24.44 26.35 25.76 26.36 24.36 18.64 29.44
Tempete
10%/14.64 23.46 33.03 32.25 34.38 31.79 29.79 31.82
20%/11.63 23.56 30.06 29.20 30.74 29.73 24.84 29.72
30%/9.87 23.37 27.98 27.27 27.96 27.71 22.47 28.03
40%/8.62 23.50 26.22 25.66 25.77 25.97 22.56 26.70
50%/7.65 22.89 24.51 24.35 23.86 24.29 18.88 25.41
of our proposed algorithm is validated in various
experiments. The method proposed in this paper can
also be applied to images continuously sampled from
the same scene. However, when dealing with dynamic
video sequences, rapid changes of location between
frames may result in a little blurring. In future, we
hope to study motion preservation technologies and
combine them with the current ideas to remove noise
from video data of dynamic scenarios.
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